[Hippocampal activity with twofold theta-frequency].
Results obtained by the author and literature data concerning a peak of the power spectrum of hippocampal theta activity of a rat in the range of twofold theta frequency (12-20 Hz) are analyzed. The results of author's research of the signal corresponding to the second frequency group of spectrum (a twofold theta-frequency harmonic with adjoining frequency components) suggests the existence of a high-frequency component in the hippocampal theta activity regulated independently of the main theta wave. An attempt to coordinate the obtained results with the contemporary ideas about the structure of the hippocampal EEG and to explain the results of some works that does not correspond to these ideas is made. Some hypotheses about the origin and regulation of the high-frequency component of the theta activity are proposed. A particular role of the high-frequency component in different modes of activation of hippocampus is demonstrated.